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Multiuser Stereoscopic Projection Techniques for
CAVE-Type Virtual Reality Systems

Jacek Lebiedź and Adam Mazikowski

Abstract—Despite the development of increasingly popular head
mounted displays, CAVE-type systems may still be considered one
of the most immersive virtual reality systems with many advan-
tages. However, a serious limitation of most CAVE-type systems
is the generation of a three-dimensional (3-D) image from the
perspective of only one person. This problem is significant because
in some applications, the participants must cooperate with each
other in the virtual world. This paper presents the adaptation of a
one-user Cave Automatic Virtual Environment (CAVE) installation
in the Immersive 3-D Visualization Lab at the Gdańsk University
of Technology to a two-user stereoscopy system. Simultaneous use
of two alternative one-user stereoscopies available in the I3DVL
(a technique with spectrum separation—Infitec, and active stereo)
and a simple electronic circuit have allowed us to transform the
one-user stereoscopy CAVE installation to a two-user stereoscopic
system. The experiments performed concentrated on several ob-
jective measurable parameters. The calculated crosstalk value was
low, approximately 1%, which can be considered negligible and
shows the proper operation of the proposed technique. Addition-
ally, initial experiments based on the tested two-user application
and related to user comfort in the developed two-user stereoscopy
are discussed in this paper. However, this topic still needs further
research. The proposed solutions are a cheap alternative to adapt
the existing one-user CAVE-type systems which support two pro-
jection techniques to a two-user system.

Index Terms—CAVE-type systems, multiuser stereoscopy,
multiviewer systems, virtual reality (VR).

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the last several years, the improvement of computa-
tional power, display technology and tracking systems has

allowed for the development of an entirely new technology: vir-
tual reality (VR). Many scientists, theorists and engineers have
created many installations and applications in which users can
manipulate and explore the surrounding, computer-generated,
three-dimensional virtual world. To achieve the best quality
and experience of VR, a combination of two basic elements
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is needed: interaction through input devices and immersion
provided by output devices [1]–[4].

As mentioned above, interaction with the virtual world is
one of the key factors which determines the quality of VR
systems. Additionally, interaction can be an essential element
for investigating human behavior under controlled conditions
[5]–[12]. We may assess how a user cooperates with a virtual
environment to perform a specific task, a task which quite often
requires not only cooperation with a virtual environment but also
with other users [13]. As most every-day behavior occurs in a
social environment, detailed investigation of human behavior
also has to take into account the inclusion of social context [12].
The task is therefore to immerse multiple persons into a single
virtual environment.

Some authors distinguish between a nonimmersive multiuser
environment and an immersive multiuser environment for so-
cial interaction. The former comprises online multiuser two-
dimensional (2-D) environments, such as social networks, chat
programs, auction websites and computer games, including
massive multiplayer online role-playing games [12]. The huge
number of users and advanced interaction possibilities make
multiuser 2-D environments an interesting tool for analyzing
complex social behavior.

An immersive multiuser environment is specified as a 3-D
virtual world where several humans can interact, communicate
and cooperate. Similar to standard (one-user) VR installations,
it requires a standard technical setup that is extended by the
tracking of multiple bodies, rendering one virtual world from
different perspectives and usage of avatars as a representation
of the other participants [12], [14].

Currently, VR headsets are gaining increasing popularity. Oc-
casional users of VR solutions may find VR headsets the ultimate
source of simulating immersive experiences. However, except
for the cost, CAVE-type installations have several undeniable
advantages over their lightweight alternatives. First, using the
CAVE-type system is much more convenient and natural for
the user, who does not need to burden their head and neck
with additional optoelectronic devices restricting freedom of
movement. Second, the use of headsets is often associated with
cybersickness, while this problem is relatively rare for CAVE
users. This is because when the user’s head is turned, the VR
headset generates a new image with a certain delay, contrary
to the CAVE-type systems that are capable of simultaneously
displaying multiple images on their walls. Therefore, images
always “wait” for the user instead of lagging behind, as in the
case of VR headsets.
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Finally, the most important advantage of CAVE-type instal-
lations is that the user is aware of the physical presence of their
entire body, not just their avatar, in the generated virtual world.
Such “consistency of being” is crucial for many simulation sce-
narios, especially when the mental and emotional states of users
are studied or exercised. This becomes even more important
when there are several participants in the CAVE–they can talk
freely with each other, touch each other or use real devices (e.g.,
tools or weapons).

CAVE-type installations should be considered the most im-
mersive installations of VR [15]–[18]. They are essentially one-
person installations or quasi multiperson installations, where the
corresponding images are displayed for one user only [19]–[21].
This limitation results from their construction which usually
consists of one-person stereoscopic displays (projectors or mon-
itors) that can simultaneously present only two offset images
separately to the left and right eyes of the user. Active and passive
stereoscopy encountered in this type of solution is discussed in
Section III. Adding the possibility of interaction between two
users would certainly be a significant improvement to the con-
cept of physical immersion in a virtual world—specific only for
CAVE-type installations. Such modification, however, requires
simultaneous generation of separate images for each eye of each
user.

The correct perspective view for several users is especially
important when each person performs their tasks independently.
If only one user is interacting and the others only observe
the virtual environment (e.g., architect demonstrates the design
of the new building to investors), then they are usually close
to the host of the virtual show, and the degree of distortion
between the head-tracked viewpoint and an untracked viewer’s
perspective is not glaring. However, when multiple participants
perform their individual tasks by independently interacting with
the shared virtual environment (e.g., as in distributed mission
training scenarios [22]), then the correct perspective for every
user is indispensable. It allows for correct 3-D perception of the
virtual world and natural spatial manipulation of its objects.

Such multiperson simulations apply to all types of training of
human groups working in close proximity, such as tank or fire
crews, medical teams performing an operation, nuclear plant se-
curity management staff, etc. These types of simulations usually
require quite complex manual interaction by each participant.
We tested our concept of the independent viewpoint for each
user on a simplified model of mechanics of playing a game
of virtual beach ball with two people. Each player must be
able to see the virtual ball in the same 3-D location to bounce
it properly. Therefore, each of them must receive their own
stereoscopic image from their own perspective. The preliminary
tests confirmed the usefulness of the proposed solution, which
is described later in the paper.

II. IMMERSIVE MULTIUSER VR INSTALLATIONS

During the last few decades, a few VR multiuser installations
have been developed. These installations differ in the applied
solutions [23]–[25]. An example is the distributed interactive
virtual environment [14]. As it is a distributed environment,
information of the displayed scene is propagated and exchanged

between the users using internet networking protocols. Other
systems are designed as a multiuser workbench [26] or bottom-lit
projection surface [27]. Still other systems (destined, e.g., for
human interaction investigation) are arranged as a large, e.g., 12
by 15 m [12], fully tracked, free walking space. Similarly, large
systems for training military forces or members of the public
service have also been designed [28].

Generally, users navigate in a 3-D space and may see, meet and
collaborate with other users and the application. These actions
require using a visual interface (specialized views for all partic-
ipants) and a wide range of input/output devices, such as wands,
flysticks, data gloves, or a mouse interface. The effectiveness
of interaction and thus the effectiveness of cooperation between
users are influenced both by the design of the application and task
as well as by the technical aspects of the whole installation. An-
other important subsystem in a VR system is the visual interface.
All users need to see a different, personalized image. To support
spatial perception, a stereoscopic view is commonly chosen.

Immersive environments can be achieved by several methods.
One is the use of a head mounted display (HMD) [29], [30]. This
is currently one of the most popular methods. Each user can see
their own, stereoscopic image and is protected from seeing the
images of the other users. The assignment to the user’s point of
view depends only on the master application. On one hand, this
allows the creation of an application with multiple users. On the
other hand, other users are represented only by a graphical virtual
object, called an avatar (user embodiment, body icon). The user
also does not see their own body. The quality of a user’s body
mapping (as an avatar) can introduce significant restrictions in
the cooperation of the simulation participants, as they may not
feel free and behave in an unnatural way.

Another configuration is having two separate displays (mon-
itors or projection screens), with one display for one user. The
problem with this configuration is that the screens block the view
of the partner and, consequently, reduce interpersonal interac-
tion. With modification of this solution, called the split-screen
configuration, the user can see the content of the second user’s
screen, which is not an option for many applications.

It seems that a better solution is to apply a projection-based
VR system, with the same set of screens for all participants
and specialized views for each of them. In this case, different
information can be shown to the users similar to the image
splitting when a stereoscopy image is displayed, which means
that each eye obtains a different image. This image splitting can
also be used to separate information between users [13], [26].

A few installations operating on the same set of screens for
all participants have been developed [13], [26], [27], [31]–[35].
These solutions usually utilize only one projecting screen, de-
signed as a workbench or bottom-lit projection surface. Thus,
these installations significantly limit the user’s field of view and
do not provide an omnidirectional projection. However, there are
also multiuser stereoscopic CAVE-type installations intended
for two or more people [36]–[38]. We address this approach
later in this article.

An alternative solution to multiuser stereoscopy in CAVE-
type installations is pseudo multiuser stereoscopy. In such in-
stallations, each pixel of the stereoscopic image is generated
only from the perspective of one person, but for different parts
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of the image, the location of the point of view may change. If
some part of the image is only seen by one user, it is rendered
from that user’s perspective. If more users look at the same part
of the screen, the point of view for its pixels is calculated as
the midpoint between the positions of the users [39], [40]. In
comparison to the standard one-person stereoscopic installation,
this approach does not force an extension of the hardware of the
projection system. All you need to do is to modify the rendering
software, adapting it to a “floating” perspective and to track
multiple users. The challenge is to ensure the continuity of the
image generated.

The need for correct-perspective image generation for several
people also occurs for autostereoscopic monitors [41]–[43].
The main difference is the lack of tracking of viewers’ heads
and the constant distribution of viewpoints. The short distances
between the users allow the use of certain elements of one
view during the generation of other views from the adjacent
perspective. Unfortunately, we cannot use such optimization for
simple stereoscopy.

III. STEREOSCOPIC TECHNIQUES FOR MULTIUSER

PROJECTION-BASED VR SYSTEMS

For standard one-user 3-D VR installations, a few types
of stereoscopic techniques can be distinguished: active stereo
(image display with separation in time, active shutter glasses),
passive projection with separation of polarization (linear hori-
zontal/vertical or circular left-hand/right-hand polarization, pas-
sive polarization glasses), passive projection with spectrum sep-
aration (anaglyph, passive red-cyan glasses) or advanced passive
projection with spectrum separation (Infitec, based on wave-
length triplet technique, passive glasses with interference filters
[44], [45]). Based on the abovementioned standard techniques,
it is possible to obtain a 2-D image for two users. However, the
2-D image significantly reduces the sense of immersion in the
virtual world, so the aim is to provide stereoscopic projection
for many (a minimum of 2) users.

Two-user stereoscopic projection techniques may be used for
many applications [13], [33]–[38], [46]. Generally, they are an
extension or combination of one-user stereoscopic projection
techniques.

A. Active Stereo

Active stereo implementation requires a specially designed,
synchronized pair of shutter glasses (four eye channels) where
at the same time only one image is passed to the appropriate eye
and the other three are blocked [26], [47]. Two-user active stereo
can be supported by new increased frequency projectors such
as Barco UDX-4K22 (from the specifications: “active eye wear
(optional), passive circular (optional); 2 flash up to 200 Hz” [48])
or Christie D4K40-RGB (from the specifications: “frame rates:
24–60 Hz standard, optional 96–120 Hz 4K, 240–480 Hz 2K
scaled” [49]). The two projectors mentioned above are among
the first of their type. The offerings of various producers are
becoming richer in this matter. Such projectors provide high
comfort of use, but their price is still prohibitive, which is
especially important in the case of multiprojector CAVE-type
installations.

Fig. 1. (a) Block diagram of a two-user active stereo technique. (b) Sequence
of frames and shutter glass states.

Unfortunately, time-honored active stereo glasses do not sup-
port such functionality. Due to their embedded electronics, it is
quite difficult to adapt them to appropriate image splitting. An
advantage is the fact that apart from special glasses, this tech-
nique does not require additional equipment, and the generation
of four different images may take place on the software path
(an appropriate refresh rate is required). A block diagram of this
technique is presented in Fig. 1(a), with the sequence of frames
and shutter glass states in Fig. 1(b). Further extension of this
technique for more than two users is possible, but the frequency
of projection needs to be increased accordingly.

B. Passive Stereo

Passive stereo implementation requires four well-separated
wavelength channels where each eye of both users observes an
image through a filter that passes only light corresponding to
its own channels. Infitec is a passive technique with spectrum
separation based on wavelength triplets. Theoretically, it would
be possible to multiply wavelength triplets to four (two stereo
pairs). However, for practical reasons, such a solution would
be extremely difficult to obtain. Apart from special glasses, this
technique requires projection in four wavelength channels (four
projectors with stable filters or one projector with a rotating
filter). Further extension of this solution for more than two users
is also theoretically possible, but the increasing number of well-
separated wavelength channels poses a major technical problem.

Exclusively using the separation of polarization technique for
a multiuser stereo VR installation is not possible because only
two independent polarization states exist (two linear orthogonal
or two left-handed and right-handed circular). Separation by
polarization allows for separation into only two images (for two
eyes). Therefore, it cannot be applied without being combined
with another method for more than one user [13].

C. Hybrid Technique—Combination of Active and Passive
Stereo

Another solution is to combine both passive (e.g., Infitec) and
active stereo techniques (see Fig. 2). It requires wearing double
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Fig. 2. (a) Block diagram of the two-user combined Infitec—active stereo
technique. (b) Sequence of frames and corresponding Infitec glass and shutter
glass states.

Fig. 3. Block diagram of a two-user combined Infitec—polarization technique.

glasses, active stereo shutter glasses and, for example, Infitec
glasses with interference filters. A key advantage, these glasses
are the typical glasses used for one-user stereo projection. The
images for the left and right eyes are displayed at the same
time, simultaneously, based on the Infitec technique, and the
distinction between users is implemented with the use of active
stereo shutter glasses. The reverse solution is also possible.

Similarly, the separation of the polarization technique com-
bined with the active stereo technique can be applied. The
configuration of the apparatus of this technique is analogous to
the previous one. In this case, interference filters and glasses are
replaced by polarizing elements. However, this method requires
polarization (linear or circular)-preserving projection screens.
Such a solution was implemented at Bauhaus University Weimar
[13], [33], [50], where a display for up to six correct-perspective
viewers was available [34].

D. Hybrid Technique—Combination of Two Passive Methods

A combination of spectrum and polarization separation tech-
niques leads us to a fully passive two-user stereo technique.
A block diagram of this technique is shown in Fig. 3. Each
projector generates only one image, directed to the appropriate
user’s eye using a set of passive glasses. In the case presented
in Fig. 3, the images displayed for the left and right user’s
eyes are separated using interference glasses (Infitec), while the

distinction between users is obtained with the use of polarization
glasses. The reverse solution is also possible.

This method allows flickering of the images to be avoided
(compared to the standard mono projection for one user). Unfor-
tunately, this technique requires multiple pieces of equipment,
e.g., as many as four projectors. Extension of both hybrid tech-
niques for more than two users is possible by adapting one of the
“pure” methods (excluding polarization separation) to a larger
number of people, as mentioned in the description of the first
two solutions in Section III-A and III-B.

E. Combination of Anaglyph With Other Techniques

The predecessor of the modern technique with spectrum
separation is the anaglyph technique, which allows the sepa-
ration of images in red-cyan colors. This technique has also
been proposed in the context of a multiuser VR installation.
For example, Agrawala et al. [26] mentioned the use of this
technique in combination with a two-user active stereo technique
to multiply the number of users to four.

This technique can also be used in combination with the
Infitec technique, although both techniques assume filtration
of the spectrum. Glasses with interference filters (based on the
wavelength triplet principle) are applied to colored anaglyph
glasses (whereby user 1 wears glasses in a red-cyan configura-
tion and user 2 wears glasses in inverse cyan-red configuration).
For proper operation, this technique requires the appropriate
preparation of images on the software side, e.g., coding in
red and cyan colors. It is also a fully passive technique and
relatively cheap to implement (inexpensive anaglyph glasses).
The disadvantage is the image quality, in particular the color
reproduction, e.g., the typical imperfections of the anaglyph
technique.

This technique seems to be acceptable in the case of
monochrome visualization (e.g., radiological medical data such
as MRI or CT). By applying red-pass filters for stereoscopic
glasses, 3-D visualization only in the red channel can be ob-
tained. Similarly, separate 3-D visualization in the blue and
green channels is possible. Each basic one-user stereoscopic
projection technique can be simply adapted to the three-user
monochrome stereoscopic method by applying three additional
filters corresponding to the RGB components—one filter for
a pair of glasses. This approach allows three people to watch
the scene from their own perspective, but only in one applied
channel: red; green; or blue. Of course, image generation should
be independent in each channel (from different points of view).

IV. IMMERSIVE 3-D VISUALIZATION LAB

Experiments with adaptation of the one-user stereoscopy
system (more specifically, the system with two built-in parallel
methods of one-user stereoscopy) to the two-user stereoscopy
system were performed in our Immersive 3-D Visualization Lab.
The main part of the lab is a CAVE-type installation consisting of
six rigid square projection screens, one of which is an automatic
sliding door arranged in the form of a cube with edges of
approximately 3.4 meters each [51]–[53].

An omnidirectional view is achieved by stereoscopic rear
projection onto all six screens. The whole image is displayed
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by 12 digital three-chip DLP 120 Hz Barco Galaxy NW-7
projectors with two projectors per screen. The final resolution
of an image on a single screen, taking into account the edge
blending technique, is 1920×1920 pixels.

Two techniques for 3-D projection were implemented: active
stereo and spectrum separation (active Infitec). The applied pro-
jectors have a built-in (and removable, when possible) color filter
wheel with two sets of interference filters (wavelength triplet
technique, R1, G1, B1 for the left eye and R2, G2, B2 for the right
eye). Finally, one projector simultaneously supports both 3-D
projection techniques and provides two complementary images
for the left and right eyes. The mentioned parallelized techniques
allow the user to alternatively wear glasses with LCD shutters
or with interference filters.

Each of the twelve WUXGA projectors is controlled by a
separate computer equipped with a professional graphics card
using the NVIDIA Kepler architecture. Two parallel networks,
Ethernet 1 Gb/s and InfiniBand 40 Gb/s, alternatively connect all
computers. Two additional computers synchronize the operation
of all the computers, generate 8.1-channel surround sound, and
supervise the precise ART tracking system [54] and the navi-
gation controllers, including the spherical walk simulator [9].
The tracking system is based on four infrared TRACKPACK/C
cameras placed in the upper corners of the CAVE. It can track
many objects, including several people. Therefore, to obtain
multiuser stereoscopy, we needed to only separate the images
for more than two eyes according to the perspective from which
they were generated.

V. HARDWARE ADAPTATION

This article was carried out based on the CAVE-type VR
environment described in Section IV. As mentioned, in this
installation, two techniques of stereo projection were applied:
Infitec (a technique with spectrum separation) and active stereo.
Therefore, when designing a new two-user stereo projection, a
combination of these two techniques was used. Because active
Infitec is used (Infitec technique based on only one projector,
with a color filter wheel for eye-channel separation), the se-
quence of frames is different than in the case of two separate
projectors, as the images in the Infitec technology are also dis-
played alternately. A block diagram of the developed technique
and corresponding sequences of both glasses is shown in Fig. 4.

As shown in Fig. 4(b), to ensure proper operation, the active
glasses must be controlled by a signal with twice the lower
frequency. Therefore, an electronic divider device (and, if neces-
sary, a synchronizer) was introduced. Barco glasses with inter-
ference Infitec filters were used for spectrum separation, while
a Volfoni EDGE shutter glasses VPEG-05010 model was used
as the active glasses. In a standard configuration of the CAVE
in I3DVL, the glasses are controlled by a reference signal of
60 Hz. However, the reference signal frequency can be reduced
to 25 Hz.

In the case of one-user stereoscopy, a 120 Hz projection
provides a 60 Hz image to each eye. For two-user stereoscopy
based on 120 Hz projection, the frequency per eye must be half:
30 Hz. As mentioned, Volfoni shutter glasses can be controlled
by such a reference signal.

Fig. 4. (a) Block diagram of two-user stereo projection technique, applied in
I3DVL. (b) Sequence of frames and corresponding Infitec glass and shutter glass
states.

In addition to alternating work (left channel open, right closed
and vice versa), these glasses can work in such a way that
both channels (glasses) are open or closed (at the same time)
and alternately change. A previously determined and saved
configuration (when the glasses are connected to a system) can
be later selected using an embedded switch; such functionality
makes it much easier to set up the system for two-user stereo
projection.

The advantage of implementing two-user stereoscopy is the
use of existing Barco Galaxy NW-7 projectors already installed
in our one-user CAVE system. This means that for a single screen
(half of our CAVE screen), only one projector generates all four
images for each of the four eyes. Until now, this was possible
only for pure active stereoscopy. Of course, one disadvantage
is frequency reduction to 30 Hz per eye, as higher frequencies
would require the purchase of new expensive projectors. The
frequency of 30 Hz is considered too low today for comfortable
use in VR devices. This, however, mainly applies to HMDs and
monitors used in daylight where high luminance is required to
obtain adequate contrast. However, in the case of a CAVE such
as ours, isolated from external lighting, the projection lumi-
nance for two-user stereoscopy is relatively low, approximately
1 cd/m²; note that each method of stereoscopy reduces the light
efficiency individually [55]; hence, the double stereoscopy gives
relatively low luminance. For such luminance, the critical flicker
frequency is lower than 30 Hz [56], so lowering the frequency of
image delivery to the eye in a CAVE to 30 Hz seems acceptable.
Initial experiments with users using the software described in
the following section confirm the validity of this assumption.
However, further research is required to assess user comfort, as
in the article, we focus only on the technical feasibility of our
solution.
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Although each user must use two pairs of glasses at the same
time, two glasses may be integrated into one frame. Any 3-D
printer can be used to prepare a common frame for both pairs of
glasses. The user would then have the impression of wearing a
single pair of ordinary light 3D glasses.

VI. DEVELOPED SOFTWARE

For the experiment using two-user stereoscopy, we developed
a specific application in which it is very important for both users
to observe objects exactly from their own perspectives. This
application is a two-user simulator of a beach ball (volleyball),
where both players should have the impression that the ball and
net are in the same 3-D position in the scene. Therefore, each
player needs their own stereoscopic view, i.e., their own pair of
two images dedicated to their two eyes. The virtual beach ball
shows the effectiveness of the applied solution.

The beach ball simulator was developed using the Unity game
engine. The virtual camera generating the image is alternately
shifted into the positions of both players, but the standard stere-
oscopy mechanism offered by the engine is used for rendering
images for a single player. The virtual net is placed in the middle
of the CAVE, and the players can bounce the ball over the net
(contacting the ball) using a standard hand-held CAVE controller
(flystick) as a virtual bat (in the shape of a paddle). Each player
can see only their own image of the ball, the net, and the bats, but
of course, both images place every one of these virtual objects
in the same virtual 3D position relative to the real location of
the players (see Fig. 5).

VII. MEASUREMENTS

Two optical properties of multiuser stereoscopic techniques
are considered. The first aspect is related to the subjective feeling
of the user (e.g., readability of the projected content or the well-
being of the user). The second is the measurable parameters that
can be determined experimentally. In this article, only objective
measurable parameters are presented and discussed.

For 3-D projection system characterization, the most impor-
tant and common parameter is stereoscopic crosstalk [57], [58].
Additionally, for characterization of color reproduction, a color
gamut can be determined for each eye separately.

Interchannel crosstalk is a phenomenon of obtaining informa-
tion intended for one eye by another eye. Crosstalk for standard
(one-user) projection, as well as the measurement procedure and
apparatus, are specified by measurement standards (Information
Display Measurement Standard IDMS [57]). The black-white
crosstalk XL for the left eye and XR for the right eye is defined
as follows [57]:

XL =
LLKW − LLKK

LLWK − LLKK
,

XR =
LRWK − LRKK

LRKW − LRKK
(1)

where LLKW, LLKK, LLWK, LRKW, LRKK, and LRWK are the
measured luminance; indexes L and R refer to the left and right
eyes, respectively, while W and K denote the measured white and
black patterns for the left (middle index) and right eyes (right
index), respectively.

Fig. 5. (a) Two-user stereoscopic beach ball simulation (photos by Paweł
Tarnowski)—combined view (without glasses) for both players with two dif-
ferent stereoscopic dual images of the net and two different stereoscopic dual
images of the ball. (b) Separate view seen only by the left player (wearing his
glasses) with only his own stereoscopic dual image of the ball and his own
stereoscopic dual image of the net. (c) Separate view seen only by the right
player (wearing his glasses) with only his own stereoscopic dual image of the
ball and his own stereoscopic dual image of the net.

However, the aforementioned measurement standard does
not take into account the multiuser stereoscopic system. Thus,
by analogy to the one-user system, determining stereoscopic
crosstalk as the average crosstalk value for all possible combi-
nations of the two channels for the multiuser system, has been
proposed. For a two-user system, crosstalk can be determined
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Fig. 6. Modified measurement setup for determination of crosstalk for two-
user stereoscopic projection system.

Fig. 7. Color gamuts for the left and right eyes for the both users in examined
two-user stereoscopic projection system.

using the following formulas:

Xs,d =
Ls − Lamb

Ld − Lamb
,

XAVG =

∑
Xs, d

N
(2)

where Ls and Ld denote the respective luminance for the source
and destination channels of crosstalk, s and d є {L1, R1, L2, R2},
where s � d and Li and Ri denote the left and right eyes of
the ith user, Lamb denotes ambient luminance (black reference
patterns), XAVG is the average crosstalk value for all possible
combinations and N is the number of possible combinations.

Based on the modified measurement setup (see Fig. 6),
crosstalk for the developed two-user stereoscopic system was
determined. Luminance measurements were carried out for
white, red, green, and blue reference patterns. This allowed us
to determine crosstalk for the entire visible range (white) as
well as for individual components of the spectrum and gave

TABLE I
INTERCHANNEL CROSSTALK FOR WHITE, RED, GREEN, AND BLUE PATTERNS

additional knowledge about the possible reasons for crosstalk
of the examined system. The results of our calculated crosstalks
are given in Table I.

The average crosstalk value, calculated for all two-channel
crosstalks, is 0.32%. This result is very good and comparable
with results obtained for the one-user stereoscopic system ap-
plying both Infitec and active stereo techniques [58]. A few
individual values exceed the calculated average. This may be
caused by a luminance measurement error, additional light
sources (e.g., the examined screen itself, or the computer screen
which although dimmed and obscured could have influenced
measurements anyway) and measuring accuracy of geometry
settings (quite important for glasses with interference filters).
However, as reported, these errors are very small.

The assessment of the crosstalk visibility threshold is a com-
plex task. According to [59], this threshold depends not only on
the determined crosstalk value but also on the presented depth of
the dynamic scene (the binocular parallax) and contrast. It should
be noted, however, that as far as visualization in CAVE-type
systems is concerned, the obtained contrast values are relatively
small due to the mutual influence of individual screens. Consid-
ering the determined crosstalk values (on average below 1%),
based on [59], it can be estimated that the visibility threshold of
the crosstalk will not be exceeded in a wide range of displayed
scenes.

The above statement was also confirmed based on the ex-
perience of the authors and approximately 30 other people
taking part in the developed scene. The respondents included
both casual and frequent users of CAVE-type systems. None
of them complained of any major inconvenience. Practically,
the only problem was wearing two pairs of glasses at the same
time. The crosstalk was found as invisible or negligible. This
confirms that the flicker and crosstalk are rather imperceptible
and that the brightness of the scene is sufficient. We expect
that additional experiments with a larger representative group
of users will confirm these observations. It would be useful to
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draw up a detailed description of the validation stage and the
obtained results in terms of user satisfaction and, in particular,
cybersickness effects. Such research should include participant
recruitment, prestudy training, study procedure, study tasks,
measurements, analysis, the results, etc. In this paper, only a
technical evaluation measurement supplemented with prelimi-
nary verification on users is considered.

For the examined two-user stereoscopic projection system,
color gamuts for all four eye channels were measured. The
obtained results are presented in the CIE 1931 chromaticity
diagram (see Fig. 7). The color gamuts for both users are almost
the same. However, they differ for the left and right eyes of both
users due to applying Infitec stereoscopic glasses.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Multiuser CAVE-type installations are limited by one-user
stereoscopic projection. Multiuser stereoscopy breaks this lim-
itation as every user receives their own view from the correct
perspective. By simultaneously using two alternative one-user
stereoscopic systems available in the described CAVE and a
simple electronic circuit, we achieved a two-user stereoscopic
immersive CAVE-type system. Technical analysis and initial
experiments carried out on a suitably-prepared application have
shown that simple and inexpensive adaptation of two one-user
stereoscopic systems based on the same set of projectors to two-
user stereoscopy is fruitful. Nevertheless, if further experiments
can confirm that there is no deterioration in the user’s comfort,
then the only disadvantage of our solution will be the necessity
of wearing two pairs of glasses. More practically, a common
frame design can be further researched.

Currently, there are projectors on the market that provide the
correct perspective with active stereoscopy for two people and
a frequency of 60 Hz for each eye at the same time [48], [49].
However, their price is still very high; in the case of advanced
CAVE installations, more than a dozen such projectors would
be needed (e.g., 24 [60]). Therefore, the solution proposed
in the paper is an attractive alternative to convert an existing
one-perspective CAVE-type system into two-user stereoscopy
if using projectors simultaneously supporting active and passive
stereoscopy, such as Barco Galaxy NW series projectors (e.g.,
[61]–[63]).
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